Chevy colorado zx2

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It is named for the U. Along with rival Ford
Ranger , the GM twins were the last compact pickup trucks on sale until Isuzu , which
participated in the design process, began selling its own version worldwide in All North
American-market vehicles were manufactured by Shreveport Operations. The cooperation
between GM and Isuzu to build a light-duty truck and offer it in North America returns to an
original arrangement the two companies had in the s with the Chevrolet LUV , a rebadged Isuzu
Faster. GM also offers either a rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive drivetrain with standard,
extended, and four-door crew cab body styles. Most models come with the 2. The 4-door Z71s
also get the 4-speed automatic transmission standard. This package was later dropped in favor
of LT2 and LT3. Three different cab configurations were offered on Colorado and Canyon: a
two-door Regular Cab model with either a short or extended pickup box and seating for either
two or three passengers, a four-door Extended Cab model with an extended pickup box and
seating for either four or five passengers, and a four-door Crew Cab model with a short pickup
box and seating for either five or six passengers. Top trim levels in Crew Cab configuration
offered upscale features such as leather-trimmed seating surfaces, dual power-adjustable front
bucket seats with lumbar support and heat, a six-disc, in-dash CD changer, XM Satellite Radio ,
and rear side-impact airbags. Three different suspension options were offered on the Colorado
and Canyon: The base Z85 suspension offered a comfortable ride quality. The ZQ8 Sport
suspension see below offered a lower ride height than the standard Z85 suspension, as well as
firmer suspension for improved handling. All suspension packages were offered on 4X2 or 4X4
models in all cab configurations, except for the ZQ8 Sport suspension, which was only offered
on 4X2 models. The Xtreme edition is basically a continuation of a trim package from its
predecessor, the Chevrolet S For model year , the Colorado was facelifted again and a 5. For the
model year the GM badges were phased out, [3] although a few models had the GM logo on the
doors. In , both trucks, as with most General Motors vehicles and combined with OnStar ,
received a Bluetooth hands-free phone system for the first time as optional equipment. Most
later trucks received alloy wheels as standard equipment, with optional polished and
chrome-plated wheels, in sixteen, seventeen, or eighteen-inch diameters. Only later base-model
trucks, with the exception of the base received sixteen-inch steel wheels, and were a new wheel
design. In , however, while still leading the Ford pickup by One Canyon owned by successful U.
Senate candidate Scott Brown became famous as it was widely featured in his TV
advertisements. In the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 's frontal offset test the Colorado
extended version is given a "Good" overall score, [5] however the crew cab is rated
"Acceptable". The Isuzu i-series mid-size pickup truck line was manufactured from to Launched
at the New York International Auto Show , for the model year, the i-series replaced the Isuzu
Hombre , which had been out of production since Two models were offered at launch: the i ,
powered by the 2. The i was available only with an extended cab, while the i could be had with
either an extended cab or crew cab. The i was replaced by the i for with the introduction of a 2.
The sales for the i-series were poor, with just 1, sold from the start of production through

February according to Automotive News. As part of Isuzu's withdrawal from the United States
market after the model year, the i-series was discontinued. GM Thailand manufactured the
Colorado from March with a mildly altered styling compared to the North American version.
Thai-market Colorado received a minor redesign in late , with its front fascia being altered by
toning down the American influence. The facelifted model was exported to Australia as the
Holden Colorado from In , GM also introduced the Colorado 4x2 2. It is also compatible with
pure diesel and biodiesel B5 fuel. It was available for two cab styles. As with Rodeo, Colorado is
available as either two- or four-wheel drive and in a range of body styles including single cab,
space cab and crew cab. Power is provided by a range of petrol and diesel engines. The diesel
powerplant is a four-cylinder Isuzu 4JJ1 unit displacing 3. It was replaced by the
second-generation Holden Colorado in The production model is available in three different cab
styles: regular cab single cab , extended cab space cab , and crew cab double cab and may
either be rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. On 9 September , General Motors Thailand
opened the diesel engine manufacturing plant, to make the Duramax engine used by the
Colorado. The engine a rebranded VM Motori turbodiesel engine with 2. Only one engine is
offered, the 2. Single cab and crew cab models are available as either two-wheel drive or
four-wheel drive. The model is built in right-hand-drive at the GM Thailand plant. Among the
features included with the pack are a nudge bar and towing kit, front carpet floor mats and a
one-piece rear carpet floor mat, a bonnet protector, slimline weather shields and "Thunder"
badging. Production of the Colorado in Thailand ended in as General Motors ended operations
in the country. It competes with other midsized pickup truck offerings. The North American
model features a different front fascia, with its design being similar to the Chevrolet Silverado ,
and different engines. For the initial launch, the Colorado was available with either a 2. It is also
available in three cab configurations: extended cab with a 6. This model is available exclusively
as an Extended Cab. Optional equipment includes a 2. Optional equipment is the same as the
LT. Most models also included a rear backup camera system. The 6-speed manual transmission
was discontinued during the model year and is no longer available in the Colorado or Canyon.
The model year Colorado will receive a refreshed look and a updated grille in line with the
Chevrolet design language, but will see its level trims reduced to four: Work, LT, Z71, and ZR2.
The 2WD base trim is eliminated. GMC introduced in an official press and video release and
made its public debut the following day January 13, at the North American International Auto
Show in Detroit. Sales started at dealerships in the second quarter of as a model. It also sports
a front grille design that closely resembles its full-size sibling, the GMC Sierra. The Canyon
comes in three trims and either two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. The base model is only
available with the 2. Optional features based on trim will include active aero grille shutters,
available OnStar 4G LTE connectivity with on-board wifi, forward collision warning , lane
departure warning , and an available Teen Driver feature that limits speed and audio volume. On
February 16, , GMC posted spy shots of a Canyon with Denali styling, indicating plans to add
the mid-size truck to the Denali lineup as a model. Both the Canyon and Colorado received a
facelift for the model year, prior to the debut of a third generation in either the or model years.
Due to positive feedback, a production ready version was introduced two years later at the LA
Auto Show, which joined the lineup. The Colorado ZR2 offers the same amenities as its brother
the Z71, but is heavily tailored towards off-road performance. Engine options are the 3.
Chevrolet designed many new parts specifically for the ZR2 to improve off-road performance.
New features and parts standard or optional on the ZR2 include:. GM Defense and U. Army
TARDEC partnered in to develop and successfully test the Chevrolet Colorado ZH2 fuel cell
electric truck, with low acoustical and heat signatures as well as the advantages of on-board
water production, exportable electric power and off-road capability. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. The Car Design Yearbook 2. The Detroit News.
Retrieved Senate victory". USA Today. HeadLight Magazine in Thai. John Mellor. Retrieved 19
March Retrieved 5 April July 12, Retrieved April 22, October 10, Car Advice. Retrieved 11 August
The Motor Report. Equipment World. Archived from the original on 28 March Retrieved 28 March
GM Communications. January 4, Archived from the original on March 1, January 3, Archived
from the original on April 23, January 5, February Retrieved 24 Oct Retrieved 17 Feb Retrieved
26 Jan Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N
Orlando Spin. Category Commons. A marque of General Motors. Canyon Sierra. Hummer EV.
B-Series P-series. GMC Denali. Links to related articles. GMC , a marque of General Motors ,
light truck timeline, international market, sâ€”present. Isuzu vehicles. Elf Forward Giga. Isuzu
road vehicle timeline, United States market, sâ€” A subsidiary of General Motors. Astra
Commodore. Equinox Trailblazer Trax Acadia. Edward Holden James Alexander Holden.
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact pickup truck first generation Mid-size pickup
truck second generation. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive. Regular cab
Chevrolet S Mercosur. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size
crossover. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. S Jimmy. Full-size SUV. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. Compact
pickup. S Sonoma. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact
crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV. Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV.
Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. LUV D-Max.
Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Compact car. Cars Astra Commodore. Chevrolet took
advantage of the southern California location of the Los Angeles Auto Show by unveiling the
badass Colorado ZR2 4x4 desert racer at an off-site event Tuesday night. The ordinarily
mild-mannered Chevrolet Colorado mid-sized truck is a frugal, fuel-efficient sensible alternative
to full-size truck in its regular guise. But outfitted as the ZR2, the Colorado features a wider
track, a two-inch lifted suspension and front and rear bumpers that have tapered ends for
increased clearance for the tires. It also boasts steel tube rocker panel protectors and rolls on
aluminum inch wheels wearing inch Goodyear Duratrac off-road tires. The suspension, which is
widened by 3. The Colorado ZR2 offers a choice of powertrains borrowed from the regular
model, a horsepower 3. The gas V6 is bolted to a new eight-speed automatic transmission, while
the higher-torque diesel uses a six-speed automatic. The Colorodo's least-visible and most
important feature is the use of Formula One -grade Multimatic Dynamic Suspensions Spool
Valve shock absorbers like the ones seen previously on the Camaro Z These shocks provide
more accurate control control than conventional high-performance dampers for better on-road
ride and off-road handling. Indeed, the Multimatic shocks on the ZR2 are more advanced than
those on F1 racers because they include additional valving circuits for off-road response, in
addition to the pair of spool valves that control compression and rebound damping for on-road
driving. Maxim Marketplace. Maxim Cover Girl. Home Rides. By Steve Huff. By Maxim Video. By
Zeynep Yenisey. By Maxim Staff. By Brandon Friederich. In the first quarter of , Chevy moved
33, copies of the Colorado , a 16 percent year-over-year increase. That's a promising start to But
beyond those stellar sales figures, a question of significant value to consumers lingered in my
mind during this test: How safe is it? It's not a question we often consider when driving the hot
stuff that comes through the Automobile parking lot, but it is a key consideration factor for
pretty much anyone who cuts a check for a new car or truck. Equipped with Multimatic's trick
spool-valve dampers, this truck can crawl over boulders with aplomb, plow across
treacherously muddy ground, and laugh off snowy terrain. But if consumers are going to invest
their hard-earned cash in a ZR2â€”especially if they plan on exercising its abilities to the
fullestâ€”safety should be on their mind. More on that in a moment. A few weeks ago, a ZR2
crew cab entered our fleet, just on time to help me dispose of some home-renovation scraps.
The ZR2 package of course also includes locking front and rear differentials, a stronger rear
axle, beefier front control arms, and a whole host of underbody protection. It also rides on
aggressive inch Goodyear Wrangler Duratrac rubber. Given all that, you might expect it to be
too unrefined for daily use, but that isn't the case. For starters, the Colorado is an ideal size for
such use. Every time I backed the ZR2 into my driveway, the ease of parking this midsizer made
my heart leap. While moving the diesel ZR2 up to highway speeds is a bit ponderousâ€”it has a
modest horsepower, but a brawny lb-ft of torqueâ€”I nevertheless had a blast driving it,
especially on a trip to the landfill, where I refrained with great difficulty from exercising that
off-road ability and blasting up and down the piles of junk. The diesel engine is in fact the best
option for the ZR2, with a brisk step off the line that alleviates the more sluggish feeling at
higher speeds. Simply put, it feels quicker than it is. During my time with the truck, I made
several trips to Home Depot for giant bags of mulch, delivered a massive pile of recyclables to
the recycling center, and transported those scraps. In addition to conquering these tasks, I filled
the ZR2 to capacity with family members to attend my niece's inaugural art exhibit. With every
seat occupied by those dear to me, I thought about the possibility of an accidentâ€”and that's
when thoughts of safety ratings entered my head. With the exception of the passenger-side
small front overlap test, the Colorado earned "Good" ratings across the board. The overall
evaluation of the passenger-side crash test earned a "Marginal" rating. It is worth noting that
the headlights earned a "Poor" rating for excessive glare from the low beams and inadequate
visibility on curves. Almost all pickups' headlights performed terribly , an area in which
manufacturers definitely need to improve. Overall, the Chevrolet Colorado ZR2 is a very
satisfying truck. It's versatile, with lots of baked-in off-road ability, handy size, and good driving
character. On top of all that, it's safe. I'd call that a winner. Close Ad. Eleonor Segura writer The
Manufacturer photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Question So that they ram
onto rocks instead of sliding over them? Slide please Of course yes! Do you really want to

WELD rock sliders to your vehicle? No, no, no!!! This is harmful to your frame!!! Everyone
thinks their kit is "the best". What we believe puts Rocky Road Sliders above the rest is our
triangulated mounting system, and how tight and high up our sliders sit. Triangulated mounting
means the mounts are not just attached to the frame, but the frame and the body. Rocky Road
kits tuck up tight! Our rock slider kits offer better clearance than any other kit on the market.
Rocky Road Rock Slider kits are not the flimsy light duty step bars, which are sold by every
other 4x4 shop. Our kits mount solidly to the frame. Click for worse larger view. The factory
rocker "guard" kits we have seen use a very light duty screw and clip mounting system which is
pictured at right. The photo at right shows what was holding the original Colorado rocker bars
from the white truck pictured on the left. Those factory bars looked cool, but if anything ever hit
them, you think those screws in the photo are going to save your truck? The only way to truly
protect your truck is with a set of Rocky Road rock sliders! Forget hacking together a makeshift
Toyota kit that won't fit right, mount optimally, or even look halfway decent. We use thick inner
hitch steel to make sure your bars do NOT bend! Anything else is just plain flimsy. Don't group
our kits in with those flimsy tube nerf bars as those will bend on a hard impact. As pretty as
those chrome or black round tube jobbers may look, when push comes to shove, and rocks
come to crunch, those kits will will bend Hitch steel is not only very strong, it also has a nice
radius corner instead of a hard boxy look. Inner hitch steel is the stuff you use to plug into 2"
receiver hitches. Its sheer weight is astronomical as is its bending strength. Our shop press
only goes to tons and we can't even start to bend them. Do you think a scrawny little rock can
hurt these things? Think again! Why hitch steel? Why not go with a lesser gauge steel to save
production costs? Because we wouldn't trust anything less to protect our vehicles and neither
should you! We made them indestructible so they'll last forever and they are guaranteed
forever, NEVER to bend on you! Tires in the air and he just don't care! If you're not running
Rocky Road Rock Sliders, or you have those cheesy factory side bars Our Superslider and
Kicker Rock slider kits make for excellent steps too! Rocky Road rock slider kits can be
installed by anyone at home. No vehicle cutting or modification is needed. Instructions outline
the simple bolton process for installation. Save money doing it yourself and you'll be shocked
at the short installation time! They run fender to fender and many folks have commented on
their very OEM factory look. They tuck tighter to the body than any other rocker on the market
as well. Some shops charge you extra for powdercoating All Rocky Road rock slider kits come
coated in a great looking black. You're gonna pay the same price as a Rocky Road kit and get it
in bare metal? That's crazy! Even Crazier!!! With Rocky Road rock sliders, its all included!
Notice the top picture at left is a Rocky Road rock slider kit. See the beveled edge? Its takes
more time and effort to manufacture the kits this way, but that's all included with the Rocky
Road kits. Now take a look at the lower picture at left. This is from a competitor. Same pricing
for the rocker kits, but they cut their production costs by making the end a blunt square. Run
that thing into a rock and you can clearly see the trouble you will face. Its a battering ram, not a
rock slider. It could stop your vehicle cold or require you to bash away until something gives.
Why would they build their kits with this engineering defect? Also notice how much further
down their kit hangs. More side protection Excellent step usage Diamond Plate cover! At left
you see our new Kicker Rock Sliders. Kicker Rock Sliders feature the same great mounting
strength and overall design as our Superslider kits, but with that extra rear kick-out section in
back. For years these have been hugely popular with the Toyota guys, and now Rocky Road is
finally bringing them to Chevy and GM people! In a nutshell, Rockrails are the strongest and
thickest bars on the market, best mounting system, numerous superior engineering point, and
are guaranteed NEVER to bend. Why wouldn't you get a set? Some folks ask if they can handle
a HiLift jack. If a rock slider cannot handle a gentle upward push from a HiLift, how is it
supposed to block an assault by a full body slam on a rock??? Our Rockrails can handle
anything and everything you can throw at them and are guaranteed for life against denting or
bending. Also available are the Rocky Road Super sliders. All pictures on this webpage are
actually super slider models and the Kicker Rock slider above. These rocker bars offer all the
strength and warranty of our regular Rockrails, but with the added bonus of an additional upper
tube. This upper tube can provide even more protection against sliding into rocks, trees, other
trail hazards All photos on this webpage are of the super slider kits with the additional
secondary protection bar. Note the extra side protection, step for roof acces, and unbeatable
looks! Everyone who has seen these on our shop 4x4s has wanted a pair. They are unequaled in
strength and looks. They also make an excellent step for access to roof racks and such. Notice
Reuben Litton's truck on the right with his Roof Top Tent and our Kicker sliders are key to
helping him with setup and break-down. Each Super Slider and Kicker kit mounts identical to
the standard Rockrail for the vehicle. Not only good for looks, but alot more practical for trail
use than our competition's squared off ends. This is basically the same proven design as our

world famous Rockrails, only with the extra slider tube up top. The extra slider tube up top
offers additional side protection on the trail and off the trail as well as a great jack point and a
nice step for your truck. One of our favorite uses of the super slider is as a bash guard against
other swinging doors in a parking. Imagine the dismay of the chump who just threw open his
car door only to whack it on the solid steel of your super slider. He just stuck a nice dent in the
edge of his door, your toy still looks cherry! The world has discovered that Rocky Road parts
are the absolute best on the planet. As a result of the somewhat overwhelming demand at this
time for our kits, there can sometimes be a few weeks turnaround time. Please bear with us and
understand sometimes the best things in life take just a little longer. Notice the very high
clearance from the Rocky Road kit. Doesn't impede your trail action or get you hung up at all!
Click the picture for a larger view. Online Support. Flat-Out Supersliders, coming straight out.
Kicker Rock Sliders mounted on a Z Shopping for rock sliders? Click Image for a larger view.
These two points are easily observed engineering advantages the Rocky Road kit offers Click
the pic for larger view. Click images for larger view. Click pics for larger images. The Colorado
is Chevrolet's midsize pickup and, for the model year, brings a new look to the streets and
trails. Instead of the previous Chevrolet emblem on its rear, it now has the word "Chevrolet"
embossed across the tailgate. It also gets a new front-end look with more pronounced styling
details for the Colorado's different trim levels. More substantial changes appear on the
Colorado ZR2, the extreme off-road version of the truck. For , the ZR2's new front fascia has a
more prominent, wide-open grille that stretches out wider and lower than the previous version.
The rest of the Colorado is pretty much the same. It offers impressive towing and hauling
capability and an optional diesel engine, which is rare for a midsize truck. Edmunds' experts
owned and tested a Colorado ZR2 for more than two years and 50, miles. Want to know what it
was like to head off-road in the ZR2 or how it dealt with the urban jungle? Read our long-term
Colorado ZR2 test to learn more. Note that while we tested a truck, the Colorado is of the same
generation and most of our reporting still applies. The Chevrolet Colorado is a midsize pickup
offered in extended-cab and crew-cab body styles. The WT includes many of the basics, and it
comes standard with a 2. Optional engines for most of the Colorado lineup include either a 3.
Most Colorado configurations come standard with rear-wheel drive and offer optional
four-wheel drive. The Work Truck can also be equipped with a few features that make it feel less
basic. Notable options include:. The somewhat off-road-ready Z71 comes standard with most of
the LT's optional equipment, and it also gets:. If you want a real-deal off-roader, the ZR2 is your
truck. The ZR2 builds on the Z71's equipment by adding:. PRO: Smooth, very quiet ride, no
rattles. You sit up as high allowing for a great view. Great ground clearance, class-leading bed
space and economy, strong engine V6. I've hit my knee on the lighting switch a few times and I
really have to watch it when I get in horrid location for that switch. Seats are a bit on the stiff
side but not bad enough to be a problem. The headlights are pathetically weak, some of the
worst out there. I purchased a full set of high and low beam LEDs from Alla, installed them
myself, and that made a world of difference. Brake pedal started out a bit soft but nearing miles
it has begun to feel a bit more solid the brakes do get the job done. Overall interior materials are
cheap, and experience tells me that the type of long plastic air vents used here will break over
time being moved around I'm very gentle with them as a result. The HVAC blower is absurdly
loud on the highest setting, but it does move a lot of air turned up that high and noise isn't an
issue on lower settings. It may sound like I have a lot of negatives there for four stars, but
overall I'm happy with the truck and understand that there's a reason that it costs grand less
than a similarly set up Silverado. That came at the expense of cheaper interior components and
knee space, but I'm OK with the balance Chevy struck here. When we got it it had to go back
into the shop due to a soaked floor. They did agree to replace the carpeting but have not yet
waiting for it to get there. The other issue is that we got the work truck it has manual mirrors
DON'T get manual mirrors - there are lots of blind spots with a truck and I cannot reach to the
passenger side to re-adjust it if someone moves it in a store parking lot - only get the electric
ones a big mistake, there. Other than those 2 things it seems to be solid and drives well - great
turning radius - lousy gas mileage a truck , and lots of accessories are available for it. I don't
understand the entertainment functions OnStar, etc. Would have liked a full size spare. On this
year the air dam is easily removable which some folks do. Seats seem a bit basic, so
waterproofed them. Floor mats were very basic - need better ones soon. Steering wheel doesn't
always seem straight visually when driving straight. These are just some initial random
thoughts I have had my Colorado for a month. The truck has a vibration during highway speeds
and really noticeable during deceleration. I love the style of the truck but there has to be some
design flaws somewhere. I drove 2 last week and neither made these noises. Well I went and
drove another LT model that was just delivered. Not only did this truck have the vibration but it
also had a wining noise that sounded like a siren coming from either the transmission or rear

end. Was told by the lead technician at RK in Virginia Beach va that this truck sounds like the
carrier bearing was bad. But these are the same people that tell me the vibrations in my truck
are normal operating procedures of this vehicle. What a real joke. I have since hired a lawyer.
Do yourself a favor, do not buy the Colorado. I regret I ever did. In the old days, back when
trucks were little more than an engine and seat, we called basic trucks "stripped down"
versions. When I teased the salesman that this was stripped down, he self-righteously corrected
me that it is a work truck. To GM's credit, and to his, he is right. It is more than just an engine
and seat. But still it isn't for everyone. It lacks numerous creature comforts that people have
become accustomed to, like power mirrors, power seats, climate control, and it even lacks an
Onstar unit. Until now I thought GM put Onstar in everything. But on the brighter side, it has
cruise control, air conditioning, and a bluetooth touch screen sound system. It has 2-wheel
drive and a 2. But it's no slouch. It has a six-speed transmission, will still pull pounds and the
four cylinder engine produces hp without a turbo. For those who don't know or don't remember,
the antiquated V8 with a single carb produced only hp. Like I said, it's no slouch. And I love the
curb appeal. It's a beautiful truck and allows me a lot of dignity. Bottom line, I live alone and
share the truck with no one. I don't need electric seats or mirrors because they never move. I
don't go offroad and I don't pull trailers. I'm an old retired guy that likes garage sales, and this
truck gets my stuff home in style. It's perfect for me and for others like me. Write a review. See
all 8 reviews. How do you go about taking an already capable off-road truck up a notch? The
Bison package is available on the Colorado ZR2. It's made in collaboration with American
Expedition Vehicles, or AEV, a company that specializes in off-road and overlanding equipment.
In this video, Carlos Lago goes over what's included with the Colorado ZR2 Bison, how much it
costs, how it handles, and how it compares to other midsize off-road trucks, including the
Toyota Tacoma, Ford Ranger and Jeep Gladiator. We'll get inside and check out the interior and
all the additional protection that comes with the ZR2 Bison, as well as the available gas and
diesel engines. It's an off-road version of an already off road capable truck. What is it? Why
does it look so cool? How functional is it? Why should you care? That's what we're going to talk
about in this video and more. But before we do, make sure to hit that Like button and click
Subscribe if you like what we're doing. If you don't like, we're sure you're going to leave a
comment anyway. Also, check out the links below to see more about this truck and others like
it. And also be sure to visit edmunds. What is the Bison package? And they specialize in
off-road overlaying equipment. Now for the ZR2, the package adds a bunch of protection,
durability hardware, along with specialty bumpers and stuff. The 17 inch wheels, Goodyear
Wrangler DuraTrac off road tires. But most importantly, a whole host of AEV logos on the
bumpers, tailgate, and headrests, and floor mats. So you can show off to your friends. Just
doing some truck stuff. All right. Cool guy parking. Now our ziggurat out of integrity isn't just for
cool guy McParking. It's also a really good way to demonstrate the clearances and traction you
have when climbing steps like this. And the Colorado was really easy in four low with the front
rear diffs lock, this thing was able to climb up these steps really smoothly because the throttle
control was really good at low speeds. Let's talk about the front. Now the big addition to this
truck comes in the form of protection. This is all steel. And that is fantastic because when you
scrape stuff, you don't want to damage your truck. Now this front bumper is all steel, it has a lot
of nice additions to it. You have a provision for a winch on the front that's cleanly integrated.
Chevy and AEV say that when you install it, it doesn't impede the cooling abilities of this truck.
The downside to it though, is that because this protection is here, you actually have a worse
approach angle than pretty much any of the off-road trucks in this segment. So that means
you're more likely to scrape things. But because it's steel, it kind of maybe doesn't matter. We
notice that approach angle difference when actually climbing these steps because there was a
point at the very beginning, when we were about half an inch away from rubbing this skid plate
on the steps. And again, this is all steel. The other nice thing about this bumper is you have big
bright red recovery hoops at the front. Now as we make our way around the side, we can see all
the other protection that comes as part of the Bison package. Starting at the front, you've got
that steel skid plate which covers the oil pan and the front diff. There's more steel for the
transfer case, steel for the fuel tank, and steel for the rear diff. You also have these long steel
rock sliders. And the length of those are actually really impressive because you see a lot of rock
sliders that end right at about the rear door. The problem with that is if you're actually using the
rock sliders and relying on them because you're sliding down rocks, as soon as the rock slider
ends, that rock is going to give your bed a kiss. And your bed doesn't want to get kissed by
rocks. Scooting back a little bit, you can see that we have picked up a tire off the ground. We
have nothing to compare that against right now because there isn't another truck here. But what
we can see them, take a look at these shocks. Those look impressive, yeah? I was so busy
talking about Bison stuff that I forgot to mention these spool valve mutlimatic shocks that come

on all the ZR2s. I lack the ability to explain how they work succinctly on camera right now. But
we'll talk about them more while we're driving. Hey, there's steel more to come. So rear bumper.
All steel. This part as well as this protection bar. There's also the trailer hitch as well. That's all
really cool in terms of protection. Underneath this, you also have a full sized spare wheel and
tire. That's really cool. You've got these attachment points for your D-Ring or your shackle,
whichever you want to call it. Now AEV also has additional upgrades you can put on this truck
after you buy it. These little plates, or these little pods here, are for backup lights if you want to
get them. There's additional underbody protection specifically for the transmission. You can get
a snorkel, you can get 35 inch tires. However far down this path you want to go they'll help you
get there. Not actually sure how I'm going to do this. Is that going to support my weight? It is.
Remember when I said we didn't have a vehicle here we could compare the Colorado to? Well I
lied. This is a Jeep Wrangler Rubicon long term test car. We use it as a support vehicle during
off road shoots. Well, here's what a Wrangler Rubicon does on the same steps in the same
position approximately with the front sway bar disconnected, a feature that you only get on the
Wrangler and the Gladiator. This is about a third of an Arnie off the ground. It's not a exact
comparison. But hey, we're not in the lab. The Colorado ZR2 comes with a locking front
differential. It and the Jeep Gladiator are the the only trucks in the segment to do so. Why would
you want that? Well, when you lock the front diff and the rear diff, it ensures equal power
distribution to all four tires improving traction. Well, we saw an example of that on the ziggurat
of integrity. It helps crawl up those uneven surfaces more evenly. But it also helps in extreme
low traction surfaces like mud, which we happen to have in front of us right now. The park
rangers actually advise that we don't drive through this mud puddle pool because they said it's
deeper than it looks. But I have problems with authority. And I've also got a locking front
differential. So we're going to give it a try. The trick is to try to get some speed, even in low
range. Speed is your friend in this situation. That's why you get a snorkel I guess maybe. So
that puddle probably didn't need a front locking diff, but hey, it was still fun. And that's why you
do this kind of thing, right? Two wheel drive mode with a lock diff is also fun. So now that we've
got this Colorado nice and muddy, let's do a little hill climb. Now this hill isn't steep. It shouldn't
be too challenging at all. And I'm going to try to make it more challenging than it should be. We
have all these tools at our disposal with regard to traction. But I'm actually going to use the auto
four wheel drive mode, which is kind of like an all wheel drive mode to climb this hill. And I'm
going to engage the off road mode by hitting the button. And that's the only drive mode this
Colorado has, which is actually kind of refreshing. So put it in drive and I'm going to start
climbing the hill. I'm intentionally going to do it at a low speed. Speed can be your friend when
climbing this stuff but I'm again trying to make this more challenging to see what this truck can
do when you do it badly, how much control it has. There's some pretty good sized ruts here. But
that's where we got all that protection underneath. Let's see if I can just take a worse line. OK,
traction's on. And we are stuck. First rut. So let's try four wheel drive. And then I'll lock the rear
diff. And see if that's it. There we go. Traction control is actually helping me climb which is
pretty cool. And I've picked up a tire. I might need to engage low. Nope, nope. Traction control
did it. Traction control got me through. The traction control I could feel it selectively applying
brakes and traction to get traction to different tires. And nope. OK, that's not going to work.
Let's put it in low range. Rear diff is still locked. And low range did it no problem. And when I
get to the top of the hill, I will call out there's no forward facing camera on this truck. There's a
rear facing camera, not on a forward facing camera. And the hood has a bit of a bulge in it. So I
would appreciate being able to see over the crest of the hill like a can with some other trucks in
this segment. But overall, pretty competent up that hill. We had the turbo diesel in our long term
Colorado ZR2 test car and like that engine quite a bit. This one of course has the V6. In terms of
response, the engine feels and sounds kind of diesely if I'm honest. Both in the way it responds
when you hit the gas pedal and also with the sound it makes. But overall it's a solid engine.
Colorado ZR2 Bison has 5, pounds of max towing capability and about 1, pounds off the top my
head of payload, which are pretty strong figures. I like the fact, too, that the Colorado comes
with a trailer brake control. So if you need to haul a trailer that has brakes on it, you have a
means to control that. That's a nice addition. As regarding to the rest of the truck, well, this is a
pretty solid rig otherwise. You can easily daily drive this car without a lot of complaints. Credit
that to the suspension control that you get from those spool valve dampers, which do an
admirable job of delivering both ride quality on the street and control off road. The impacts are
far, far from abusive in this truck. The only real complaint I have with this Colorado with driving
it is the interior just kind of looks drab and you don't have a push button start. So you get to
hear your keys jangle as you drive over bumps. But otherwise, this is a pretty compelling truck
for what it gives you and what you want out of it. The Colorado ZR2 Bison delivers a lot of
off-road features, specifically protection and a front locking differential. And you can get this

truck for less money than it kitted out Jeep Gladiator Rubicon there are some downsides. The
clearances certainly aren't best in segment. And the interior is just kind of OK. But if you care
about what the Bison delivers, you probably don't care about the interior. Now the Bison
package is certainly overkill for light off road. And if you're the kind of shopper who wants the
kind of protection that this package offers and also a path to continue down should you want to
go more aggressive in your overlanding adventures, this Bison package is a really compelling
truck. Thanks for watching. If you like this video, leave a comment and a like below. And hit that
Subscribe button too while you're at it. Why not? Hey, it's a free world. And also, check out
some of the links at edmunds. Now that we're done filming this video, I'm going to do some
more donuts. The Gladiator is a versatile and highly capable truck. Impressively adept off-road,
the Gladiator truly can be a comfortable daily driver and a weekend warrior. It's the only
convertible pickup truck you can buy too. The Colorado is typically less expensive than the
Gladiator and a little more stable in on-the-road handling. Driver comfort is a little lacking, but
the same can be said for the Colorado. Overall, these two trucks are pretty evenly matched. The
king of comfort in the midsize pickup class is the Honda Ridgeline. Its unique in the class for its
car-like unibody platform. That makes it more comfortable on the highway and gives it better
handling. Unfortunately, the Ridgeline is a bit less capable when it comes to towing and
off-roading compared to the Colorado. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the
Chevrolet Colorado and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Colorado 3. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Colorado. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for
the Chevrolet Colorado and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the Colorado featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Colorado. Edmunds has deep data on
over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features
and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain,
and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating,
cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat
tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow
shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features,
exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds
rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Colorado. Photos Videos 1.
Select year - New - New. Select a type Crew Cab Extended Cab. Other years. Pros Gasoline V6
and diesel four-cylinder engines tow more than rivals Maneuverable size along with
well-mannered steering and handling Comfortable ride over most surfaces Simple, easy-to-use
cabin controls Cons Front seats can feel confining for larger people Rivals offer more in-cab
storage with rear seats folded Low-hanging front airdam limits off-road potential What's new
New front-end design and stamped Chevrolet logo across the tailgate The base model has been
eliminated from the lineup Changes to standard and optional equipment availability Part of the
second Colorado generation introduced in What's it like to live with? We like the Colorado a lot.
The crew-cab cabin is spacious, and the tech interface is straightforward and effective. It's a
well-rounded truck, providing a little bit of something for everyone and compromises very little
along the way. Our 4WD ZR1 test truck had the available 3. At our test track, mph took 7. On

inclines, there's no real issue of the transmission hunting for gears, but it is occasionally
reluctant to downshift on flat roads. The brakes are predictable and easy to control in routine
driving. Body roll is tamed by the firm suspension tuning, so you can hustle the Colorado along
a curvy road with confidence. Thinking about going off-road? The low front airdam limits
off-road clearance, but you can remove it in about 30 minutes. Even with a single-mode traction
control, the Z71 can cope with wheel lift in rocky terrain because of the standard locking rear
differential. The Colorado offers a better ride quality than many competitors in its class, and it
smooths out large bumps and small cracks with equal ease. Climate control and seat
adjustability are basic, but drivers used to piloting pickups should be comfortable. The front
seats are firm and nicely shaped, but larger drivers might find them a little confining. The rear
bench is harder and its backrest is a bit too upright. The heated seats and steering wheel work
well and are easy to operate. The Colorado's cabin lets in a bit of wind, road and engine noise,
but nothing close to levels that will cause passengers to raise their voices. The tall gearing of
the eight-speed transmission does a lot to keep the engine quiet when cruising. The Colorado is
a high vehicle and steps are optional, so getting in and out might be a reach for some. The front
doors open wide, but the rear door openings are narrow, so entry there will be harder. The same
problems carry over inside, with a good amount of room in the front seat but limited space in
the back, even in the crew cab. The driving position is high, and there's a commanding view of
the road, with a nice range of adjustability in the optional tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel.
The large pillars, however, hurt outward visibility. When it comes to interior controls, everything
is easy to reach, and most controls are well labeled and generously sized. Chevrolet offers solid
in-car technology. The touchscreen interface is rich with features and easy to use, with snappy
responses and clear graphics. Android Auto and Apple CarPlay are standard. The optional Bose
system is a nice upgrade, but volume doesn't get as high as we'd like. For phones, there are two
USB ports and a wireless charging pad up front, available rear charging ports and a volt outlet.
Chevy's Wi-Fi hotspot setup is also one of the easier systems to use â€” it offers a 4G LTE
connection and can handle up to seven devices. Forward collision alert and lane departure
warning are optional and a bit sensitive, but they work as advertised. Otherwise, we'd like to see
blind-spot monitoring and adaptive cruise control included on the options list since many other
competitors offer these features. The Colorado offers high towing ratings 7, pounds with the V6
and 7, pounds with the optional diesel and class-leading payload, and it's the only midsize truck
with a built-in trailer brake controller. Troublingly, though, the bed is relatively narrow with high
sides, making it difficult to load. Inside, the rear seats don't fold flat, and there are no clever
compartments for larger items. But there are plenty of places for small items, including a
cellphone tray next to the USB port, door pockets that are cleverly tiered, and generously sized
cupholders. For child seats, the outboard rear seats offer car seat points, but the tether anchors
are difficult to access and rear-seat space is limited. The Chevy's fuel economy is slightly above
the segment average, especially with the diesel. We handily matched this figure during our
mixed-driving test route. Value for the money is a tough proposition here. The cabin is full of
hard plastics and generally cheap-feeling surfaces, but the Colorado seems solidly put together
and feels modern enough to beat the Frontier and the Ranger. Then, there's the issue of off-road
usability compared to the Tacoma and the lack of practicality and livability compared to the
Ridgeline â€” it seems to fall right in the middle. Most Colorados on the road are going to be
utilitarian players, offering a very specific set of skills for owners and doing so without really
wowing anyone. Sure, the bonkers ZR2 is fun to look at, and it can go bouncing around the
rockiest trails without an issue, but most shoppers will opt for less capable, less expensive trim
levels. If what you want is a road-duty truck that looks like a truck but isn't as big as a full-size
truck, the Colorado is your niche player. Get the midlevel LT trim for a solid all-around truck.
You get some appealing features on the LT that don't come on the base Work Truck model,
such as cruise control and a remote-locking tailgate. It also grants access to options such as
automatic climate control and the upgraded 8-inch touchscreen infotainment system. And if
you're having trouble choosing from the Colorado's engines, we recommend the upgraded V6.
The diesel gives the Colorado an undeniable big-rig vibe, but it's hard to justify considering its
substantial price tag. Standard features for the base WT include: Air conditioning Cloth
upholstery and vinyl floor covering Power windows Tilt-only steering wheel 7-inch infotainment
system Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility Two USB ports and a six-speaker sound
system The Work Truck can also be equipped with a few features that make it feel less basic.
The ZR2 builds on the Z71's equipment by adding: V6 engine as standard Raised suspension
with special dampers Bigger all-terrain tires Fender flares and a special front and rear bumper
Spray-in bedliner optional on other trims Electronically locking rear differential Other notable
options, depending on the trim level, include: Leather upholstery Navigation system Spray-in
bedliner. Read more. Find savings on the Colorado for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See

all Colorado lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Colorado. Most helpful consumer
reviews 4 out of 5 stars, Good Budget Truck. Standard on the LT and above. Safety Package
Includes forward collision and lane departure warning systems. Available on the LT and Z71
models only. Teen Driver Mode Lets you have custom key settings for secondary drivers and
can provide in-vehicle reports. Side Impact Test Acceptable. Chevrolet Colorado vs. Jeep
Gladiator The Gladiator is a versatile and highly capable truck. People who viewed this also
viewed 4 average Rating out of 20 reviews. Related Colorado Articles. The Edmunds experts
tested the Colorado both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about
Chevrolet Colorado fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Colorado gets an
EPA-estimated 17 mpg to 22 mpg, depending on the configuration. And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Chevrolet Colorado is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Colorado. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Colorado's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Chevrolet Colorado is a good car. Edmunds' expert
testing team reviewed the Colorado and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Colorado is a good car
for you. If you're interested in the Chevrolet Colorado, the next question is, which Colorado
model is right for you? What do people think of the Chevrolet Colorado? Edmunds Expert
Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Chevrolet Colorado and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was
written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for
a New Chevrolet Colorado? Which Chevrolet Colorados are available in my area? Can't find a
new Chevrolet Colorados you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Chevrolet Colorado? Check out Chevrolet lease specials.
Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Colorado drive? How comfortable is the
Colorado? How economical is the Colorado? Is the Colorado a good value? A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The latest product will receive a few enhancements. That off-road version is
now triggering vast hobbies, particularly that United States. A Bison may be the
great-performance version from the previously equipped ZR2 edition. That pickup may go
available for sale upcoming mont. We can easily count on furthermore technical up-dates along
with the latest truck are often more efficient. ZR2 Bison is going to signify a thorough
away-roading package deal. These pickup trucks will offer you sufficient V6 fuel plus more
compact turbodiesel motors. A Chevrolet uses a great deal of Boron stainless steel, specifically
in the bumpers, along with skid dishes. The front side fender carries with it a bundled winch
intended for more effective towing Capacity. The back fender supplies a classical catch. Car
tires. This design appears to be cleanser; however, the pickup continues to look imposing and
also competitive. The top fascia appearance actually indicates plus grille presently sporting
activities dominant black color side to side night clubs. Comparable design cue which Ford

currently is set up using its Raptor designs. That interior may be like the latest ZR2 unit. We can
easily assume a small big difference plus little renovations through the within. The 8-inches
touch-screen stays a natural selection. These infotainment techniques work with the most
current mobile phone integrations like Apple CarPlay and also Android operating system
Automobile. That cabin appearance amazingly modern day meant for this kind of durable
off-road beast. The layout is actually understated, plus Chevrolet is providing premium
recommended attributes. Containing a wi-fi cellphone charger, satellite menu, pl
2005 dodge ram 2500 tail lights
autometer wiring diagrams
drum brake parts diagram
us a premium sound system. Coziness is excellent, but if you desire leather material chairs,
you should check their list with optionally available services. This control looks hugely athletic,
and this will maintain far more keys as opposed to earlier devices. The conventional engine is
really a 3. Additionally, a lesser 2. The turbodiesel model could create approximately hp along
with lb-feet of torque. The fuel engine includes 8-quickness intelligent transmission.
Alternatively, this diesel version contributes a 6-quickness smart gearbox. A few mechanized
changes may happen. Chevrolet will offer you a brand new revocation along with electrical
securing differentials that will be a little bit tweaked. There is certainly nevertheless no concept
on rates. The design may deal with a fierce rivalry. The most significant competition is usually
Tacoma, as well as Ranger. This the middle of-dimension pickup truck portion is to get wilder
and also wilder. Skip to content. About Author Sharon.

